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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
These Design Guidelines remain subject to revision and modification.
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Mission Statement
Through community volunteers, private business, and government partnership, the
mission of the Rock Springs Urban Renewal Agency is to organize, implement, and
facilitate the promotion, design, and economic growth of the renewal district.
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INTRODUCTION

Design Guidelines

1.1 NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
The National Trust for Historic Preservation (NTHP) was created in 1949 to help business
districts across the country build strong, downtown economic development programs through
historic preservation. The NTHP is the only national, private nonprofit organization chartered
by Congress. The main responsibility of the NTHP is to encourage public participation in the
preservation of sites, buildings, and objects significant in American history and culture.
1.2 MAIN STREET PROGRAM
The Main Street Program was launched in 1977 by the National Trust for Historic Preservation
in order to maximize its preservation goals. The program was created to assist communities in
capitalizing on the unique identity, assets and character of their downtown areas through
economic development and historic preservation.
So far, twelve Wyoming communities participate in the local Main Street Program, which is
coordinated by Wyoming Main Street. In addition, Wyoming Main Street provides technical
assistance and training in utilizing the Main Street Four-Point Approach; Economic
Restructuring, Design, Organization, and Promotion. The four points of the Main Street
approach work together to build a sustainable and complete community revitalization effort.
The Rock Springs Urban Renewal Agency, Main Street Program considers the Four-Point
Approach vital to its mission of historic preservation and economic development. The Design
Committee plays an important role in the Design Guidelines, as it oversees them and is also
responsible for the Façade Grant Improvement Program. Questions regarding the Design
Guidelines or Façade Improvement Program can be directed to the Urban Renewal Agency
and Design Committee at 307-352-1434.
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1.3 GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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A. KEEP IT SIMPLE
An individual building should have a
simple, unified design that serves
as a frame for the windows that
display goods or reveal services
offered inside. If the design and its
colors are too “wild,” they will detract
from merchandising; and if they are
too plain, they will not draw enough
attention. Try to establish a balance
that is visually pleasing. The
following guidelines will help find that
balance.
B. STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
As more and more buildings are
being invested in, the overall image of downtown will improve, as well as create an
environment that is enjoyable in which to do business in. Similar design concepts are
encouraged and should be applied throughout the downtown in order to relate to the
already existing traditional buildings. This will create a sense of visual continuity, while also
developing a design that meets building owners and merchant’s needs. The Design
Guidelines apply toward individual solutions as well as the downtown as a whole. If each
owner applies the Design Guidelines, the historic downtown look will be saved as well as
create an overall unified image.
C. USE ENTIRE BUILDING FRONT AS YOUR IMAGE
Coordinate upper and lower floors into a
single design concept, even if the upper
floors are not a part of the ground-floor
business. This can serve the “attentiongetting” function and can be much more
effective than a large sign.
D. DEVELOP A CLEAR PRESENTATION
TO THE STREET
A single, clear design concept that
avoids clutter and forcefully directs the
customer’s eye where you want it to go
is important. A design scheme should
easily lead the viewer’s attention to
displays of goods, views of activities
inside and ultimately to the business entrance.
E. RESPECT THE BUILDING’S EARLIER CHARACTER
If the building is an older “traditional” building, respect its earlier character. Many of the
structures downtown have historic value, even those that have experienced some later
alterations. It is important to consider the significance of basic forms, materials and details
when planning improvements. Preservation of Rock Springs’ heritage is important to its
sense of community and its economic development.
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F. BUILDING SIZE AND PROPORTIONS

Design Guidelines

Building height should be comparable to adjacent structures (e.g. a one-story building
would not be appropriate in a block of two-, three-, and four-story buildings). A distinct
cornice should be defined by using at least one of the following elements: a horizontal
projection or series of projections from the plane of the wall surface, a contrasting change in
color, and a change in pattern or texture from the wall surface. A storefront cornice
comparable to adjacent structures should be established. The size and proportion of
window and door openings of a building should be similar to those on surrounding facades.
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HISTORY OF ROCK SPRINGS
2.1 BACKGROUND
Rock Springs’ history is intertwined with the
country's need for natural resources. In the
beginning, travelers along the Overland
Stage Route were attracted to this area by
the natural spring, from which the City gets its
name. The spring provided a watering place
for horses and weary travelers alike.
However, all that remains of the spring are a
few rocks located in the backyard of a private
residence.

It was not water but coal that proved to be the
primary, local resource to fuel development of the city. As the transcontinental railroad was
built, Rock Springs became an important coal camp. The original miners lived in "dugouts" on
the banks of the Bitter Creek. The camp layout was dictated by the location of the railroad
tracks and the meandering path of the Bitter Creek. Paths used by the miners in their daily
travels later became roads causing a confusing, random street pattern.
As the coal mines expanded, the demand for miners brought workers from throughout the
nation and the world to work in the mines. More than 56 nationalities and their cultures left a
distinctive and unique mark on the development and history of Rock Springs. Coal continues to
contribute to the local economy.
Other natural resources that have made an
imprint on the history and economy of Rock
Springs include petroleum, natural gas, trona
and methane gas. Our natural resource based
economy lends itself to cycles of boom and
bust, dependent upon national demand for
these resources. These boom-bust cycles are
particularly stressful to the Downtown Historical
Area, as property owners are unable to make
the
necessary
investments
in
maintaining/improving property.
It is the goal of the City Council, Urban Renewal Agency and Planning & Zoning Commission to
preserve and revitalize the historic downtown district as a testimony of the contribution the early
residents made to the development of our city, state and nation. These guidelines serve as an
important implementation tool for achieving that goal.
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2.2 MATERIALS AND ART MOVEMENTS THROUGH TIME
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The historical features, including the original materials, architectural details, as well as window
and door openings, contribute to the character of a structure. Extreme effort should be used to
preserve these historical features.
A. Materials used pre 1900’s:
• Brick – varying colors, sizes and textures
• Terra Cotta
• Stone
B. Materials used post 1900’s:
• Wood – used in architectural elements
such as pilasters, cornices, decorative
raised panels, trim boards, brackets,
lintels, etc.
• Concrete block/glazed block/ceramic tile –
Concrete blocks were used in combination
with other materials such as brick or stone
• Ceramic and porcelain tile are very
durable when installed correctly and are
good accent materials
• Concrete and precast concrete –
architectural elements such as window
hoods, cornices, columns, capitals, etc.,
formed from concrete are visually
stimulating and durable
• Metal flashing – metal, painted or
exposed, forms long-lasting flashing and other architectural elements such as cornices
and moldings
• Structural steel – exposed, structural, pre-formed steel fulfills aesthetic purposes at
lintels and columns in a manner similar to existing historic structures
C. Materials used in the 1930’s:
• Stucco/plaster/synthetic, impregnated stucco – any material similar in texture and
perception, either synthetic or natural is acceptable when used with historically correct
trim and accents

•

Glass block – used in structures to which glass block is coherent with the period of
construction
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USING THE DESIGN GUIDELINES
3.1 PURPOSE

A. The Design Guidelines were created to provide property and business owners with a
foundation for design, repair, and preservation practices. The guidelines are to be used as
a tool in reinforcing, enhancing and protecting the existing, historical character of buildings.
B. Buildings listed on the National Register of Historic Places are especially encouraged to
use these guidelines; however, the Design Guidelines are applicable throughout the entire
downtown commercial district (see map below).
C. The Design Committee of the Urban Renewal Agency is available, at no charge, to provide
assistance and expertise for restoration projects.
D. Tax credits for rehabilitation work and low-interest loans for approved building
improvements are available, as well as grants for historic preservation. The Design
Guidelines are intended to make your project affordable but also historically accurate and
cohesive with the rest of the downtown environment.
3.2 URBAN RENEWAL DISTRICT AREA MAP
The Urban Renewal District consists of all
areas inside the red outline. The historic
downtown commercial district area (B3) is
included in the outlined area. The Design
Guidelines apply to all areas within the red
outline.
3.3 BENEFITS TO BUSINESS AND/OR
BUILDING OWNERS AND THE
COMMUNITY
The downtown historic district should
represent the visual heritage of the
community, help keep it unique from other
downtown districts, and set it apart from
strip mall centers. An attractive downtown
will increase commerce, profits, and
community pride.
Downtown districts containing neglected and
dilapidated buildings convey a message of
distress and decay to the public. The entire
business district’s image is reduced in the minds of potential customers. Unattractive and
unkempt property cheapens the image of the area, reduces overall tax values and serves as a
detractor for both the property involved and the entire commercial district.
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3.3 BENEFITS TO BUSINESS AND/OR BUILDING OWNERS AND THE COMMUNITY
(CONTINUED)
The collective image of the district is important to each of the individual downtown businesses.
Storefronts and signage should project a clear, compelling, and positive image of the business,
and one that is harmonious with its neighbors, as well. Façade improvements and property
signage can add to the vibrancy of the streetscape, expand the presence of the business, and
capture greater customer attention. By looking at the whole streetscape a successful storefront
can be designed.
Most older commercial buildings have unique details and features which can be highlighted,
e.g., ornamental brickwork, cornices, window moldings, and exuberant trim, giving them their
unique character and sense of community heritage.
Building and streetscape improvements help to create a strong, positive image for the business
and the district as a whole. They “sell” the business to the customer. Careful refinements to a
storefront can build a powerful advertising tool. Reinstating the façade’s integrity can increase
visibility and customer traffic substantially.
To help in the renovation process a business owner should ask these questions: “Who are my
customers?” “What do I offer that no one else does?” “How would my customer describe my
shop?”
A. Construction Quality
Preservation of an existing building is preferable to new construction because most historic
structures are of high quality construction offering considerable stability. Fixtures, wood
floors, and trim are generally of high quality and are aesthetically pleasing. The interior
rooms are frequently large, permitting a variety of uses.
B. Livability and Quality of Life
An attractive downtown streetscape encourages walking and neighborly interaction.
Decorative architectural features also contribute to a sense of identity that is unique for
each historic neighborhood. This physical sense of neighborhood can also reinforce
desirable community social patterns and contribute to a sense of security.
C. Economic Benefits
Because historic resources are finite and cannot be replaced, preservation often adds value
to private property. Many studies across the nation document that, where local historic
districts are established, property values typically rise, or at least are stabilized. In this
sense, designation of a historic district appears to help establish a climate for investment.
Studies have shown that façade improvements, even something as simple as an attractive
façade sign, have resulted in increased revenue for the business owner.
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PLANNING THE PROJECT

Restoration of an existing historical building or
the addition of a new section to an historical building
4.1 DETERMINE THE HISTORIC VALUE OF THE BUILDING
A. Before planning any changes, it is recommended to investigate the history of the building.
This investigation should include the approximate date of original construction, the
materials used, and the sequence of subsequent building alterations.
B. Sources for this information are listed below.
• Urban Renewal Agency, 450 South Main Street
307-352-1434
Knowledge of previous owners and building conditions
• Rock Springs Historical Museum, 201 B Street
307-362-3138
Holds collection of photographs and information on
various downtown buildings
• The New Studio, 420 South Main Street
307-362-3943
Houses a collection of old photographs
C. Check the National Register of Historic Places to see if the building is listed. Historical
buildings may be eligible for special grants for the rehabilitation of your building.
• National Register of Historic Places
http://nrhp.focus.nps.gov/natreghome.do?searchtype=natreghome
• You may also inquire at the Urban Renewal Agency Office, 450 South Main Street
4.2 STUDY THE DESIGN GUIDELINES
A. Carefully read the Design Guidelines. These are a collection of the best practices and
design principles that will help you think about your renovation or improvements. The
guidelines and available resources will help maintain the historic integrity of the building as
well as assist in the understanding of the type of products that will or will not fit with the
history.
B. Questions and concerns can be directed to the members of the Urban Renewal Agency
Design Committee through the Urban Renewal Agency Office. There will be no charge for
the assistance offered by the Design Committee members or the other members of the
Urban Renewal Agency Board and staff.
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4.3 PLAN THE DESIGN

A. Put all ideas down on paper. Make sure there is enough to convey the concept without
going overboard. Do not be afraid to seek professional expertise. This should include any
experts that are knowledgeable about the design of historical buildings. Other possible
contacts to keep in mind:
• Urban Renewal Agency 307-352-1434
• Design Committee
307-352-1434
• Planning and Zoning
307-352-1541
(Remember, all buildings must meet all codes and ordinances as determined by the City of Rock Springs)

•
•
•

Building Inspector
Fire Inspector
Architects

307-352-1541
307-352-1475

B. Compare the preliminary sketch with the Design Guidelines to make sure the design is
compliant.
4.4 CREATE FINAL DRAFT TO PRESENT FOR APPROVAL
A. Refine the design in detail. This should be the final draft and what will be presented to the
Design Committee for approval. Be sure to include all of the following documents as
outlined in the Façade Improvement Program Application.
(Absence of items will be detrimental to your
grant application and will delay the grant process)
□ Grant application
□ Photograph of existing building and conditions
□ Color visual materials (drawings/graphics) showing proposed changes to building
□ Color Pallet with pantone number(s) of proposed design
□ Timeline (approximate) completion of the project
□ Cost analysis of the project
□ 8 color copies of completed grant request including pictures, drawings, schedule,
and color pallet
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PLANNING THE PROJECT

Construction of a New Building in the Historical Area
5.1 DETERMINE ARCHITECTURAL STYLE OF SURROUNDING BUILDINGS
A. Establish an understanding of the architectural style of the buildings located on either side
of the proposed building and other buildings in the neighborhood in which the new
construction will be built.
• Urban Renewal Agency, 450 South Main Street
307-352-1434
Knowledge of previous owners and building conditions
• Rock Springs Historical Museum, 201 B Street
307-352-3138
Holds collection of photographs and information
on various downtown buildings
• The New Studio, 420 South Main Street
307-362-3943
Houses a collection of old photographs
5.2 STUDY THE DESIGN GUIDELINES
A. Carefully read the Design Guidelines. These are a collection of the best practices and
design principles that will help the planning of your new construction. The guidelines will
help maintain the historic integrity of the surrounding buildings as well as assist in the
understanding of the type of products that will and will not fit with the history.
B. Since the new building will be constructed amongst historic buildings, the design principles
presented in section 6.1 Façade, (page 14), will apply to new construction. Also, section 1.3
General Design Principles (page 4), presents additional, important information.
C. Questions and concerns can be directed to the members of the Urban Renewal Agency
Design Committee through the Urban Renewal Agency Office. There will be no charge for
the assistance offered by the Design Committee members or the other members of the
Urban Renewal Agency Board and staff.
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5.3 PLAN THE DESIGN

A. Put all ideas down on paper. Make sure there is enough to convey the concept without
going overboard. The building should blend into the existing neighborhood and historic
surroundings.
B. Seek professional expertise, and set up consultations. Possible contacts:
• Urban Renewal Agency 307-352-1434
(As part of the Main Street Program, the Urban Renewal Agency is able to assist builders in searches for tax credits, low
interest loans and grants)

•
•

Design Committee
Planning and Zoning

307-352-1434
307-352-1541

(Codes and ordinances; Please note that all new structures require Site Plan approval by the Planning & Zoning Division)

•

Building Inspector

307-352-1541

(All new structures require a Building Permit from the Building Division)

•
•

Fire Inspector
Architects

307-352-1475

C. Compare the preliminary sketch with the Design Guidelines to make sure the design is
compliant. Remember that all buildings must meet all codes and ordinances as determined
by the City of Rock Springs and be completely ADA compliant.
5.4 CREATE FINAL DRAFT TO PRESENT FOR APPROVAL
A. Refine the design in detail. This should be the final draft and what will be presented to the
Design Committee for approval. Be sure to include all of the following documents as
outlined in the Façade Improvement Program Application.
(Absence of items will be detrimental to your
grant application and will delay the grant process)
□ Grant application
□ Photograph of existing building and conditions
□ Color visual materials (drawings/graphics) showing proposed changes to building
□ Color Pallet with pantone number(s) of proposed design
□ Timeline (approximate) completion of the project
□ Cost analysis of the project
□ 8 color copies of completed grant request including pictures, drawings, schedule,
and color pallet
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6.1 FACADE

The façade refers to the front or principal face and exterior walls of a building. Any side of a
building that faces a street or other open space is considered the façade. The façade is a
major component in the restoration of historical buildings.
The diagram below illustrates typical elements on the façade of an historical building. Although
individual buildings in any given period may vary enormously, they almost always share certain
design elements that can be recognized in downtown Rock Springs.
The historical features, including original materials, architectural details, as well as window and
door openings, contribute to the character of a structure. Extreme effort should be used to
preserve these historical features. Construction of new buildings among historic buildings
should be similar and consistent with the neighboring businesses.
A. An attractive image is of key importance to the success of any downtown area.
B. Façade and store front improvements are one of the most effective, proven ways of
upgrading the image and ultimately attracting more business.
C. In preservation of a historic building, one should retain all historical features and materials
and try to preserve those features that are in good condition.
D. Exact replacement is encouraged for those features on the facade that are not able to be
repaired.
E. Replacement
should
be
completed with materials as
close to the original to preserve
the historical appearance of the
building if at all possible.
F. Signs and awnings should
complement, not compete with
the façade.
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6.2 AWNINGS AND CANOPIES
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Awnings and canopy projections are building features found historically in downtown Rock
Springs. Awnings add interest and aesthetic qualities to the area’s streetscape and also
provide protection from sun and moisture.

A. Awnings should be compatible with the building and windows in size, proportion and style.
B. Awnings and canopies should fit within the transom area and be visually contained within
the building window framework, columns, or molding. The awning or canopy is best if it
extends only to the top of the display window. Mount the top edge to align with the top of
the transom, or to align with the framing that separates the transom from the main display
window.
C. Shed awnings made from canvas with operable mechanics to roll the awning up and down
are preferred.
D. Rigid awnings and rigid canopies, plastic, odd shaped awnings, bull nose awnings and
bubble awnings are not considered historically correct. A fake mansard roof is also
inappropriate as an awning. Debris and dirt easily collect on these types of awnings and
soon look unsightly.
E. Awnings should not obscure ornamental details or damage the historic facade.
F. Canopies made of rough-sawn wood, plastic, shake or asphalt shingles are inappropriate.
G. Internally illuminated awnings are discouraged.
H. Coordinate the color of the awning with the color scheme for the entire building and other
buildings on the block. Two-color striped awnings with scalloped edges are encouraged.
I.

Lettering on awnings is discouraged. If lettering is used, it should be only on the valance.
The lettering should not be in all caps and cover no more than 60% of the valance.

J. Piping, edging or visible frames should be the same color as the awning.
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6.2 AWNINGS AND CANOPIES (Continued)

Design Guidelines

K. The Design Committee may make exceptions to the above awning standards, but it would
be based on a case-by-case basis. (i.e., preexisting frames, franchise requirements, etc).
L. All awnings must comply with the codes and ordinances of the City of Rock Springs.
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6.3 SIGNS

Business signs are among the most prominent, visual elements downtown and are an integral
part of doing business. Signs provide the individual business with identification, give
information about the products sold, reflect the image of the business and assist customers in
locating the store.
Historically, signs used were simple, varied in design and location but most were painted
panels with simple lettering styles. Signs on historic buildings did not have any lighting.
Gooseneck lighting is a great alternative.
New signs should be developed with the overall purpose of the building. They should enhance
the individual building as well as the entire block in which they are located. Signs must comply
with all of the City of Rock Springs’ sign codes and ordinances and shall require a sign permit
be obtained from the City of Rock Springs Planning and Zoning Division prior to installation.
The message on the sign should inform the customer what the business offers to them. Well
designed signs send a message about the shop’s quality and communicate a sense of
permanency and of being well established.
6.3 (A) Sign Size
1. The sign should be appropriate to the architecture of the building in proportion,
materials, shape and color. The building should frame the sign rather than the sign
framing the building. Consider the entire building front as part of an overall sign. The
sign should not dominate the building's facade.
2. The sign should not cover or hide any architectural features.
3. Signs should be mounted within existing, architectural features. Use signs that reinforce
the horizontal lines of moldings and transoms.
4. Signs should not be located on the roof.
5. Coordinate the placement of the sign according to the placement of the signs on the
adjacent buildings. Placing a sign higher or lower than adjacent buildings creates visual
confusion.
See Permissible Sign Types (page 21) for more specific sign size.
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6.3 (B) Sign Materials
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1. A sign should be in character with the material, color and detail of the building.
2. Durable, high-quality materials should be employed, compatible with the design and
materials of the building.
3. Carved or dimensional wood
signs
are
strongly
recommended.
4. Plastic materials are not
recommended. Some plastic
may be employed, if used in
combination with higher-quality
materials, or as part of
individual internally lit letters or
symbols. Plastic does not
weather well in this dry climate.
5. Live plants potted around the
base
of
a
sign
are
recommended to enhance the
sign and the image of the business.
6. Signs should be made by a trusted and professional sign company. Homemade signs
will not be effective in attracting customers to your business. Temporary banners should
not be used as permanent signs.
7. Highly reflective materials that are difficult to read are inappropriate.
8. Signs painted directly onto a building are strongly discouraged.
9. If a mural contains advertising it is considered a sign and must comply with sign
ordinance regulations. Mural advertising is strongly discouraged.
10. Individual metal letters attached to the sign board are encouraged.
6.3 (C) Sign Colors
1. Signs should employ materials, colors and typefaces that complement the primary
architectural style and coordinate with the color of the building. Original building color
schemes and/or designs should be used as a guide for the new signage.
2. Signs utilizing raised, colored lettering against a dark background are encouraged.
3. Colors should add interest but not compete with the architecture of the building. The
Porter Historical Palette will provide colors compatible with the historical features of the
downtown. Avoid wild, trendy colors that have nothing to do with the building. Stop at
the Urban Renewal Agency for an approved color palette.
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6.3 (D) Sign Lettering

20
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1. Letters for a flush mounted façade sign should be less than 15” tall, filling nor more than
60% of the sign surface. Window signs should have a minimum of opaque background,
should not fill up more than 20% of the window area, and should have letters between
4-8” high.
2. Block lettering is the easiest to read and best conveys the message. Avoid typefaces
that are too contemporary
3. Cursive, ornate lettering is difficult to read and is discouraged in most cases, however,
may be considered in some window signs.
4. Studies show that seven words on a sign are the maximum number that can be
easily understood by passers-by.
6.3 (E) Sign Illumination
1. Directly illuminated signs should be from a series of gooseneck or similarly shielded,
extended arm fixtures, with direct light to the facade and are compatible with the design
of the building. Glare should be directed away from pedestrians, traffic and the night
sky.
2. Flashing and moving lights are discouraged. They are out of place in the pedestrianscaled downtown and produce visual clutter.
3. A warm light, similar to day light, is recommended. Avoid bare bulbs.
4. Internally lit signs are not recommended.
11. Appropriately placed and appropriately sized neon signs are acceptable. To avoid
breakage, they should be placed inside the building and project the message through
the window to the passing pedestrians.

.
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6.3 (F) Wall Signs
1. Shall be limited to 0.5 square feet for every linear foot of building frontage.
2. Shall be designed so as not to obstruct windows and architecturally significant features
of the building. Should be well integrated with existing or proposed building features.
3. Wall signs are flush mounted.
4. A sign and sign lettering should appear to be in scale with the facade and compatible
with the architectural features of the building.
5. In most cases, the wall sign should be placed above the display windows and below the
2nd story windows, preferably within the building’s transom area or sign panel. It should
be contained within columns or other architectural trim. In a one story building the sign
may be placed in the area below the cornice.

6. If a sign must be placed on the lower storefront area, the maximum height from
sidewalk to the top of the sign should be seven (7’) feet. The minimum distance from
the bottom of the sign to the walk is two (2’) feet. Façade sign depth must not exceed
six (6”) inches.

7. The sign’s placement should align with other wall signage on the block.
8. Wall sign letters should be less than 15” tall and fill no more than 60% of the sign
surface.
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6.3 (G) Projecting or Hanging Signs
1. One projecting or hanging sign is allowed per business.
2. Projecting signs are not to exceed eight square feet,
and shall require approval of the City Engineer or the
Wyoming Department of Transportation, as applicable,
if any part of said signage encroaches upon the public
right of way.

3. Projecting signs may hang from a canopy frame or
incorporated with an ornamental bracket secured to a storefront wall.
sign’s purposed is to appeal to pedestrians.

A projecting

4. All projecting signs on one street should be hung
at the same height.
5. The bottom of the sign may not hang below seven

feet or over 12 feet from the sidewalk. The sign
and/or the bracket may not exceed five feet from
the building facade. A projected sign may be no
deeper than four inches, as viewed from the non-printed face.
6.3 (H) Window Signs
1.

Window signs may be applied directly to the inside surface of a window as a vinyl or
screen-printed application.

2. The sign may include a branded logo, thematic message or tag line.
3. Hours of operation and credit card logos may be placed directly to the inside surface of
a glass entrance door.
4. The size and placement of any window signs must follow the guidelines illustrated in the
drawing. Lettering should be no more than 4-8 inches tall.
5. The view of the interior of the building should not be compromised by the window sign.
The interior of the building should be visible through the graphics to create a welcoming
atmosphere and discourage criminal activity. Privacy can be created through the use of
plants or small partitions.

6. A window sign may be interior-hung, making it interchangeable and removable.
Graphics on windows shall not exceed
20% of the total window area.
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1. Sandwich board signs must be portable.
2. One sandwich board sign is permitted per
business.
3. The sign shall be no larger than eight square feet
and positioned within ten feet of the primary
building entrance.
4. If the sign is positioned on the public sidewalk,
the location of sandwich board signs shall be approved by the City Engineer and shall
not impede pedestrian traffic.
5. Sandwich board signs shall be removed from the public sidewalk every evening,
following the close of business.
6. A branded logo, themed graphics, tag line, products/services list and menu items (for
restaurants and food service retailers) are all acceptable items on a sandwich board.
7. Sandwich signs can add to the vibrancy of the streetscape and expand the presence of
the business.
6.3 (J) Electronic Changeable Message Panel
1. NOT permitted, unless it is for the purpose of displaying time and temperature.
6.3 (K) Free Standing Signs
1. Shall be constructed entirely on private property.
2. Shall be no taller than 36 inches and no wider than sixty inches (3’x5’)
3. On corner lots, free standing signs shall not be located inside the traffic vision triangle
unless the total height is thirty inches or less.
4. One free standing sign is permitted per street frontage on corner lots.
5. One free standing sign is permitted on property NOT located on a corner.
6. On corner lots, free standing signs shall be designed such that the signage is angled on
the lot, thereby permitting viewing from more than one adjacent street.
6.3 (L) Temporary Signs
1. Permissible only for real estate or selling or leasing property.
2. NOT permitted as permanent signage.
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6.3 (M) Roof Signs
1. NOT allowed.
6.3 (N) Chain or Franchise Signs

1. These signs must retain the traditional storefront appearance and follow the city’s
ordinance.
6.3 (O) Color Palette
Color is a very important ingredient for enlivening and enhancing the downtown
environment. A building’s color should accentuate and harmonize with its architecture, as
well as complement surrounding structures. However, the paint color should be chosen with
great care. The Porter Historical Color Palette can be picked up at the Urban Renewal
Agency, 450 South Main Street. The palette contains historically correct colors for the
downtown historical district. Colors chosen (regardless of the paint company) should match
the colors in this palette.
1. Use a color scheme that is compatible with the existing built environment. A building’s
color should not compete for attention with neighboring buildings.
2. On a single building,
limit the number of
colors used to three.
Typically,
three
colors are sufficient
to
create
a
successful façade.
One color is used
for the base color,
two colors for the
trim, and all three in
colors that relate to
each other.
3. Major trim color
defines decorative
elements of the
building, uniting the
upper façade
and storefront. This
includes the building
cornice,
window
frame, sills and
hoods,
store-front
frame, columns and
bulkheads.
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6. 3 (O) Color Palette (Continued)
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4. The minor trim color, in richer or deeper hues, should be used to accent door and
window trim and other, small architectural details.
5. Vivid and bright colors are discouraged as they are not historically correct. Bright,
obtrusive colors do not complement historical buildings.
6. Wherever possible, street-facing façades should consist of unadorned materials such
as brick, stone, stucco, and wood shingles. Masonry materials, including brick, terra
cotta and stone, should be left unpainted.
7. The paint used on the building does not have to be purchased from a store that sells
Porter Paint. However, the colors chosen to be used should match a color swatch found
in the Porter Historical Paint Palette.
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Windows and doors are important features that convey the early style of a building. Storefront
facades should mainly be transparent windows. The size and the shape of the original windows
should not be altered.
Buildings with more than one story should have windows on the second story as well. These
vertically placed windows contribute to the character of the building. Do not block them out or
change their shape. Reopen any windows that might be blocked. If windows have been
replaced with smaller or other windows not suitable to the building, consider replacing them
with windows suitable to the character of the building. Traditionally, first floor windows, or the
storefront area, are more transparent than those on the upper floors.
A. Windows and entries should be framed
through the use of contrasting colors, accent
materials, styles or surface projections.
B. Aluminum framing is discouraged unless it is
compatible with traditional color schemes and
character.
C. Recessed entries are preferred.
D. Transparent windows are encouraged. Use clear glazing, glass block or stained glass.
Colored, tinted, smoked glass or mirrored glazing is not considered historically correct.
E. Altering the size of a window opening or blocking it with opaque materials is inappropriate.
F. Transoms, the upper-glass band of traditional store fronts, should be preserved and not
covered or blocked out in any
way. If the transom has been
altered, try to restore it.
G. Recessed entries are the
acceptable style for most
buildings in Rock Springs. Avoid
altering
the
entry
as
it
contributes to the integrity and
interest of the building. If the
entry has been altered, try to
restore it to its original condition.
H. If a kick plate is present under
the windows, do not alter it, but
restore it to its original condition.
I.

In order to preserve the building’s original proportions and historic character windows
should never be covered up. Transparent display windows also showcase the store’s
merchandise and let customers know you’re open for business. A restaurant or bar may
choose to cover windows with blinds, café curtains, or a display in the window.
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7.1 ROUTINE SITE MAINTENANCE
Performing routine site maintenance is important because it presents a positive image to the
shopper and can also prevent costly repairs that affect other parts of the overall Urban
Renewal Agency district. Business owners should be aware of the condition of the exterior of
the building. A neat and clean area surrounding the building will create an inviting atmosphere
to potential customers.
A. All buildings and features in the Urban Renewal Agency district should be preserved
against decay, deterioration and structural defects. This includes:
• deteriorating foundations
• exterior walls that are unsafe
• replacement of parts of the facade that are missing
• defective roofs
• crumbling or loose exterior materials
• peeling paint
• faded, worn, torn awnings
B. Any vandalism that defaces or mars the surface should be mitigated within 48 hours.
C. All signs together with all their supports, braces, guys and anchors should be in good repair
and in proper state of preservation and in a continual state of working order.
D. All garbage containers and other storage receptacles should be placed in such a way that
they are not visible to the general public. Enclosures built with materials similar to the
building will enhance the visual appeal of the business.
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APPENDIX
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8.1 GLOSSARY OF ARCHITECTURAL TERMS
Arch – A structure built to support the weight above an opening consisting of wedge-shaped
stones or bricks called voussoirs (voo-swar), put together to make a curved bridge which spans
the opening.
Awning – A projection above a window or doorway which provides shade inside a building or
for the street below.
Balcony – A projection from an upper story window or door surrounded by a railing.
Balconet – A false balcony constructed with a low railing, usually outside a window.
Baluster – The vertical, and supporting, members of a stair railing.
Bannister – The horizontal member of a stair railing which you touch with your hands.
Bay Window – A window that projects from the building with at least three sections.
Blade Sign – See “Projecting Sign”.
Bracket – A projection from a wall or an eave to support weight or to look like it supports
weight.
Bulkhead – A wall built to hold back something such as water or soil.
Buttress – A stone or brick structure which supports a very high wall which may be loaded with
a heavy superstructure. A flying buttress resists outward pressure and is separate from a wall
but connected to it by an arch.
Canopy – A roofed structure constructed of fabric or other material placed so as to extend
outward from a building providing a protective shield for doors, windows, and other openings,
supported by the building and supports extended to the ground directly under the canopy or
cantilevered from the building.
Capital – Top part of a column or pilaster. See “column”.
Casement – A window that opens on side hinges.
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Column – A slender upright structure, generally consisting of a cylindrical shaft, a base, and a
capital; pillar. It is usually a supporting or ornamental member in a building. Columns can
include three types of capitals: Doric (simple), Ionic (in-curving scrolls), and Corinthian (bell
shaped with decorative leaves).
Coping – The top layer of a masonry wall usually sloped to carry off water.
Cornice – The projection at the top of a wall. The top cap or molding of a wall when it serves
as a crowning member.
Cupola – A small dome or similar structure on a roof.
Date stone – A stone or metal feature on a building which shows the date of construction.
Often date stones depict the original name of the building.
Dentil – Molding characterized by small square blocks, like teeth.
Domed Roof – A curved roof formed by a series of rounded arches on a round or many-sided
base.
Egg and Dart – A type of molding in which an egg shape alternates with a dart shape.
Eaves – The part of a roof that projects beyond the wall that supports it.
Elevation – A mechanically accurate, “head-on” drawing of a face of a building or object,
without any allowance for the effect of the laws of perspective.
Entablature – The top part of the building carried by the columns. The entablature consists of
the cornice (top), the frieze (middle), and the architrave (bottom).
Eyebrow Window – An eyebrow-shaped arched window, which often allows light in small dark
spaces; an early skylight.
Façade – Front or principal face and exterior walls of a building, any side of a building that
faces a street or other open space.
Façade Sign – See ”Wall Sign”.
False Front – A front wall which extends beyond the sidewalls of a building to create a more
imposing façade.
Fanlight – A semi-circular window over a door or larger window, often with radiating bars or
sashes arranged like a fan.
Filet – A small molding, usually rectangular, which looks like a narrow band and separates
other ornaments or moldings.
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Finial – An ornament at the top of a tower, gable, or end of a structure which finishes the visual
line.
Fish Scale – U-shaped wooden siding which resembles the scales on a fish.
Flashing - Sheets of metal or other material used to weatherproof joints formed where exterior
surfaces, as a roof and a wall, meet at an angle.
Fluted Column – Long, rounded grooves vertically surrounding a column.
Foliated Stone – A decoration which looks like leaves.
Fretwork – An ornamental pattern with complicated interlacing parts.
Frame – A window component. See “windows and entries” page 24.
Frieze – Any plain or decorative band, or board, on the top of a wall immediately below the
cornice. This is sometimes decorated with ornamentation.
Gable – A roof shaped like an upside-down V; the triangular wall enclosed by the sloping ends
of a ridged roof.
Gargoyle – An ornament, usually a fanciful carved animal or fantasy creature which projects
from a building especially a gutter or downspout. The word comes from French for gargle and
describes the sound of water in a downspout.
Gingerbread – Fancy carvings and woodwork, often on a porch.
Hanging Sign – See “Projecting Sign”.
Keystone – The wedge-shaped stone at the highest point of an arch that locks the others in
place.
Kick plate – The horizontal element or assembly at the base of a storefront parallel to a public
walkway. The kick plate provides a transition between the ground and storefront glazing area.
Lancet Window – A window with a pointed arch typically found in Gothic architecture.
Lintel – A heavy horizontal beam of wood or stone over an opening of a door or window to
support the weight above it.
Mansard Roof – Named for the French architect, Francois Mansard, a roof with two slopes on
each of four sides. The lower slope is steeper than the one above it.
Masonry – The stone or brick parts of a building or other structure.
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Molding – A decorative band or strip of material with a constant profile or section designed to
cast interesting shadows. It is generally used in cornices and as trim around window and door
openings.
Modillions – Ornamental block or bracket placed under a projecting cornice.
Mural – Paintings applied directly onto a building.
Ocular Window – A round window, shaped like an eye. Also called an oculus.
Oriel Window – A bay window which does not touch the ground, and often has a finial below
the windows.
Parapet – A low wall or railing often used around a balcony or along the edge of a roof.
Pediment – A triangular section framed by a horizontal molding on its base and two sloping
moldings on each of its sides. Usually used as a crowning member for doors, windows, and
mantles.
Pier – The part of a wall between windows or other openings. The term is also used
sometimes to refer to a reinforcing part built out from the surface of a wall; a buttress.
Pilaster – A support or pier treated architecturally as a column, with a base, shaft, and capital
that is attached to a wall surface.
Portable Sign – A sign placed outside of a business during business hours and removed
following close of business. Also known as a sandwich sign or sidewalk sign.
Portico – A covered entrance to a large building; a covered walkway, often leading to the main
entrance of a building that consists of a roof supported by pillars.
Projecting Signs – Signs that hang perpendicular to the storefront from a canopy frame or are
incorporated with an ornamental metal bracket secured to the storefront wall. These signs are
appealing to pedestrians. Also known as “blade signs” or “hanging signs”.
Quatrefoil – A circular design made up of four converging arcs.
Queen Anne Lights – Individual panes of square glass, sometimes colorful, which form a
border of a window.
Queen Anne – A building style with a variety of textures, irregularity of plan, asymmetrical
massing of building shapes, and exposed structural members.
Quoins (koin) – A stone block used to form and outer corner of a wall, especially when it is
different in size or material, from the other blocks or bricks in the wall. Used for both structural
and decorative purposes.
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Rosette – A carved or painted ornament resembling the open flower of a rose.

Rusticated Stone – Large blocks of masonry that are left with a rough surface, beveled, with
deep joints between them; rough textured stone.
Sandwich Sign – A type of portable sign. Also known as sidewalk signs. An A-frame, double
sided, portable or sidewalk sign.
Sash – A frame holding the glass panes of a window or door.
Shed Type Awnings – Awnings placed at an angle that shed rain water, debris, etc.
Sill – The lowest horizontal member in a frame or opening for a window or door. Also, the
lowest horizontal member in a framed wall or partition.
Soffit – The underside of a structural part, as of a beam, arch, roof overhang, etc.
Stepped Brickwork – Ornamental brick pattern that looks like small steps.
Stile – A vertical piece in a panel or frame, as of a door or window.
Storefront – The street-level façade of a commercial building, usually having display windows
and consisting of three vertical levels: (1) bulkheads, (2) display windows, and (3) transom or
sign area. See “tripartite design”.
Terra Cotta - An earthenware product that is usually brown-red when unglazed, is used for
pottery, sculpture and decorative elements on buildings.
Transom – A horizontal crossbar or panel across the top of a window or door.
Transom Signs – Signs within the transom area above the shop windows but below upperfloor windows and which are contained within the building framework of columns and other
architectural trim.
Transom Window – A small window or series of panes above a door or above a casement or
double-hung window.
Tripartite Design – On traditional commercial buildings, a “three part” design consisting of
three vertical levels: (1) storefront. (2) upper floors or parapet area, and (3) cornice. See
“storefront”.
Turret – A small tower that projects from a wall or corner of a large building such as a castle.
Voussoirs (voo-swar) - The stones in an arch including spring stones and keystones.
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Wall Signs – Signs that are flush to building facades and usually fit within the transom area
above the shop windows but below upper floor windows. They’re contained within the building
framework of columns and other architectural trim.
Window Parts – The moving units of a window are known as sashes and move within the fixed
frame. The sash may consist of one, large pane of glass or may be subdivided into smaller
pane by thin members called muntins or glazing bars. Sometimes in NineteenthCentury houses windows are arranged side by side and divided by heavy, vertical wood
members called mullions.
Window Surround – The decorations which completely surround a window.
Witch’s Cap – A conical shaped roof, usually on a tower.
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A. Local and Community Links
• Urban Renewal Agency/Main Street Program
450 South Main Street, Rock Springs, WY 82901
307-352-1434
www.downtownrs.com
• City of Rock Springs
212 D Street, Rock Springs, WY 82901
307-352-1500
www.rswy.net
o Planning and Zoning-307-352-1541
o Building Inspector-307-352-1541
o Fire Inspector-307-352-1475
• Rock Springs Chamber of Commerce
1897 Dewar Drive, Rock Springs, WY 82901
307-362-3771
www.rockspringswyoming.net
• Rock Springs Historical Museum
201 B Street, Rock Springs, WY 82901
307-362-3138
B. Business and Developmental Links
• Wyoming Business Council
307-777-2800 or 800-262-3425
www.wyomingbusiness.org
• Wyoming Community Foundation
307-721-8300 or 866-708-7878
www.wycf.org
C. Design and Historic Preservation Links
• Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office
307-777-7697
www.wyoshpo.state.wy.us
• Wyoming Main Street Program
307-777-2937
www.wyomingmainstreet.org
• National Main Street Program
202-588-6219
www.mainstreet.org
• National Trust for Historic Preservation
202-588-6000 or 800-944-6847
www.nationaltrust.org
• Main Street Four Point Approach
202-588-6219
http://www.mainstreet.org/content.aspx?page=3&section=2
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8.3 PHOTO GALLERY

Appropriate lettering in
restored window transom.

a

Façade materials (post 1900’s)-Ceramic
tiles with brick.

Wall sign, gooseneck
lighting,
clear,
glass
windows and a splash of
color.
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A franchise business has
managed to keep the historic
features of this old building.

Temporary signs are
accepted, as long as
they
are
just
temporary. Permanent
signage should be
installed as soon as
possible. Please note
that
updated
ordinances
on
temporary signs will be
forthcoming from the
City of Rock Springs.

The wooden façade has been beautifully
refurbished. Wood is best used as an accent
as it requires constant care to retain its
beauty.
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This is construction of a new building in an
existing historical part of town.
The
historical character of the old buildings have
been replicated and carried through with
the new construction.

This is an excellent example of
restoration of an historic
building. The awnings fit well
between the transom windows
and store windows.

The brick on this hotel has been
painted with vivid colors. Painting
brick is discouraged, as paint does
not adhere well to brick. Paint
requires constant upkeep due to the
harsh climate of this area. The vivid
colors change the historic nature of
this unique, historic building.
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